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 family owned Swiss company

 35 years experience in business

 quality driven

 high level trained staff

 specialized for national and

international projects in

professional aerial filming

Your reliable partner

for professional aerial filming
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partner for your projects

- tv and cinema productions

- commercials & documentations

- news & sport events

- live broadcasting

- etc.

Our team is providing professional services for:
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 EASA certified twin engine, Cat. A, Class 1 performance

camera helicopter with lowest noise level (NOTAR system)

 Approved and certified for day and night flights

 high quality RF-cables and antennas for your GPS and

video up- /downlink systems already installed

 large baggage compartment and up to 4 seats

for additional equipment, ground crew, etc.

 director of photography (DOP) is sitting in front left

(best field of view, own control monitor)

 climate controlled workplace

MD902 Explorer camera helicopter

Pilot

DOP

Cineflex

Operator

Cineflex

V14HD

Equipment

& Monitor

up to 4 seats

for crew, etc.

large baggage

compartment
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MD520N camera helicopter

 EASA certified, fast, lightweight, turbine powered

camera helicopter with lowest noise level (NOTAR system)

 high quality RF-cables and antennas for your GPS and

video up- /downlink systems already installed

 director of photography (DOP) is sitting in front right

(best field of view, own control monitor)

 Fuel economic and environmentally friendly

DOP

Pilot

Cineflex

V14HD

Cineflex

Operator

Equipment
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 3x Cineflex V14 HD camera systems
- all with Fujinon™ HA 42x9.7 lens

 different HD-recorders for your needs
- AJA KiPro: records in Apple ProRes format (4:2:2) on Harddisk

- Sony HDCAM: redords on HDCAM tape (4:2:2)

- Sony HDCAM SR: records on HDCAM SR tape (4:2:2 / 4:4:4 or dual)

 interface for simultaneous recording of onboard audio

and radio communication

 interface for simultaneous recording of

helicopter GPS-position for GoogleEarth

or other map systems (NMEA data stream)

Technical equipment

Cineflex V14HD
AJA KiPro

Harddisk-Rekorder

SONY HDW-S280 - HDCAM

Tape-Rekorder

SONY SRW-1 - HDCAM SR

Tape-Rekorder (up to 4:4:4)
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Additional to our camera helicopters we also can provide camera vehicles

with gyro-stabilized camera systems for your on- and off-road projects:

other filming equipment

Trike with gyro-stabilized camera system (FLIR).

Eco-Quad with gyro-stabilized

camera system (Cineflex V14HD).
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some of our references
(documentations, movies & commercials)

Description: link / video:

DOK, Schweiz Aktuell, Netz Natur, 10vor10, Einstein, etc. www.sf.tv

Tour de Suisse, Tour de Romandie, Lauberhorn Ski race live broadcast www.tpc.ch

SolarImpulse „Swiss Flight“ and „24h Night Flight“ etc. day & night filming www.solarimpulse.com

TV movie „Silberkiesel – Hunkeler tritt ab“ www.snakefilm.ch

Cinema movie „VERSO“ day & night filming www.verso-themovie.ch

Image Film „Bürgenstock Resort“ www.buergenstock.ch

SwissView www.swissview.com

Commercials Swisscom broadcast www.video-stadt.ch

...and many more!

http://www.sf.tv/
http://www.tpc.ch/
http://www.solarimpulse.com/
http://www.snakefilm.ch/
http://www.verso-themovie.ch/
http://www.verso-themovie.ch/
http://www.verso-themovie.ch/
http://www.buergenstock.ch/
http://www.swissview.com/
http://www.video-stadt.ch/
http://www.video-stadt.ch/
http://www.video-stadt.ch/
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some of our references
(sport & live events)

http://www.deutschland-tour.de/
http://sport.orf.at/

